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Tips for care
To enjoy your extensions for a long time and to
guarantee a perfect look, you should stick to the
following tips.

Brushing the Extensions
Brush the hair regularly. Go through your hair
several times with an extension brush. Start at the
tips and work your way up without leaving out the
roots. Do not brush your hair when wet and tie it up
at night.

Washing the Extensions
After application, the hair should not be washed for
24-48 hours. Use mild shampoos (gobella Shampoo)
for washing. Use rich care products such as
conditioners and cures, but do not apply them to the
hairline. Products containing oil should not be used.
When using silver shampoo, first try the effect on a
small strand and dilute 1 to 3 if necessary.

Drying the Extensions
The hairline should always be blow-dried. Afterwards,
squeeze the hair instead of rubbing it to protect your
extensions. Avoid going to bed with wet hair.

Taking a bath
When bathing in salt or chlorine water, the hair should
be put up, because the hair can become dry due to the
chemicals/ salt. Sun creams can discolor blonde hair, so
avoid contact if you wear light extensions.
You have further questions about the use or care of the
extensions? You are looking for styling inspirations to
put your new products in scene?
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Attaching the Extensions
Gluing the extensions in
Seperate a thin hair section horizontally
Do not use too many or too few hairs
Remove protective foil from the extensions
Glue the first adhesive strip from below
Separate protruding hair
Glue an adhesive strip from above against it
Press both adhesive strips firmly

Positioning of the Extensions
Start in the middle of the neck - enough distance to
the hairline
Do not start too far down - this way the hair can be
pinned up better
Divide next row and maintain distance to side contour
In the further course, do not place the hairs accurately
on top of each other, but in a checkerboard pattern
Distance to ear and side contours of the hair is
important for comfort and inconspicuous placement

General Tips for Usage
Please use fingers for attachment - no comb or
straightening iron. Hair must be applied without pulling
in the direction of growth. Before inserting, clean your
own hair and make sure that the hair roots are free of
styling products.

Removal and
Reuse
Removing the Extensions
Slightly loosen the sandwich at the edge
Spray gobella Tape Extensions Remover into the
open sandwich
Carefully pull the sandwich slightly apart and
spray it again
Pull the sandwich completely apart
Repeat the process for all extensions

Removing adhesive
residues
Spray the hair with gobella Glue Ex and carefully
comb out the adhesive residues with a fine-toothed
comb.

Reusing the Extensions
When the glue has dried a little, rub the old glue
material from the stripe with your thumb
The stripped stripes can be immediately covered
with a new tape and are ready for use
Clean the hair carefully before inserting the
extensions and make sure that the roots are free of
styling products (e.g. Conditioner)

Recommendation
The gobella care products were developed in close
cooperation with over 50 extension experts and are
optimally adapted to our extensions. Checkout our
care sets to provide your extensions with the best
care they can get.

